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In the instant appeal, the convict-appellant has 

challenged the legality of the judgment and order of conviction 

and sentence dated 03.05.2017 passed by the Additional 

Metropolitan Sessions Judge, 3rd Court, Chattogram in Sessions 

Case No. 570 of 2015 arising out of C.R. Case No. 347 of 2014 

(Panchlaish Zone) convicting the appellant under section 138 of 

the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 and sentencing him to 

suffer imprisonment for a period of 06(six) months and also pay 

a fine of Tk. 52,00,000/-.  
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 Hazi Md. Bakhtiar Uddin is the complainant-respondent 

no. 2.  

 None appeared for the convict-appellant when the appeal 

was taken up for hearing.  

It has been stated in the petition of complaint that as a 

result of business transaction between the parties, the 

complainant would get Tk. 52,00,000/- from the accused. The 

accused gave 3 separate cheques to the complainant to pay the 

said money. The first cheque was dated 15.05.2014, value being 

Tk. 20,00,000/-. The second cheque was dated 20.05.2014, 

value being Tk. 17,00,000/-, and the third cheque was dated 

25.05.2014, value being Tk. 15,00,000/-, total amount being 

Tk. 52,00,000/-. The complainant presented those cheques in 

the bank for encashment, but on 18.05.2014, 21.05.2014 and 

27.05.2014 respectively those cheques were returned unpaid 

due to insufficiency of fund. On 15.06.2014 the complainant 

sent a legal notice to the convict-appellant for payment of the 

value of those three dishonoured cheques. The accused received 

the notice on 22.06.2014, but the value of the cheques was not 

paid to the complainant. The case was filed on 07.08.2014. 
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Charge was framed against the accused-appellant under 

Section 138 of the Act, 1881. The appellant was absent on the 

date of framing the charge, but he faced the trial and was 

examined under Section 342 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure.   

The prosecution examined the complainant as sole 

witness. The defence examined 2 witnesses including the 

accused as DW1. The witnesses of both sides were cross-

examined. The prosecution produced and proved 3 cheques 

(exhibit-1 series), dishonor slip (exhibit-2), legal notice 

(exhibit-3), postal receipt (exhibit-4) and petition of complaint 

(exhibit-5). Apart from theses, no other documentary evidences 

were produced in the Court.  

The trial Court found the accused guilty of the offence 

and imposed a fine of Tk. 52,00,000/- upon the accused which 

is equivalent of the value of the dishonoured cheques along 

with sentence of imprisonment. 

None appeared for the accused-appellant when the appeal 

was taken up for hearing.  

The learned Advocate for the complainant-respondent 

submits that the case was filed after due compliance of the 

procedure laid down in Section 138 of the Negotiable 
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Instruments Act, 1881 and within one month of the date on 

which the cause of action had arisen under clause (c) of the 

proviso to Section 138. The learned Advocate further submits 

that that the complainant proved the case by adducing 

evidences, both oral and documentary. The complainant also 

proved consideration against which the cheques were drawn 

and that the complainant is the holder of the cheques in due 

course. The learned Advocate further submits that the trial 

Court rightly found that the evidences given by DW1 and DW2 

are discrepant in material particulars and therefore, those cannot 

be believed. The learned Advocate prays for dismissal of the 

appeal.  

Now, let us examine the evidences on record.  

In examination-in-chief, PW1 (complainant) gave 

deposition supporting the case narrated in the petition of 

complaint. In cross-examination, PW1 deposed that in the 

course of business, the accused gave him 3 cheques total value 

being Tk. 52,00,000/-. The complainant further deposed that he 

gave Tk. 20,00,000/- in cash to the accused on three 

consecutive dates. The rest Tk. 32,00,000/- was given to the 

accused by a cheque. PW1 denied the suggestion that he filed 

the case using security cheques.  
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DW1 (accused) deposed that in the course of business the 

compliant gave him Tk. 80,00,000/-. Later on he paid Tk. 

48,00,000/- to the complainant and he is willing to pay the rest 

balance amount of Tk. 32,00,000/- to the complainant. DW1 

not deny his signatures contained in the cheques.  

DW2 is Md. Sumon. He is involved in motor vehicle 

business. He knows the parties personally. He worked for the 

accused for about 10 years as an employee. DW2 deposed that 

the complainant gave Tk. 52,00,000/- to the accused in his 

presence. Later on, the accused returned Tk. 20,00,000/- to the 

complainant. The complainant would get the rest amount of Tk. 

32,00,000/- from the accused. In cross-examination, DW2  

stated that the accused gave 3 cheques to the complainant, value 

being Tk. 52,00,000/- in his presence. 

It transpires from the evidences on record that the 

complainant and the accused started a partnership business for 

importing motor vehicles and sale of those in Bangladesh. It is 

admitted that financial transactions took place between the 

parties during the course of business, but there is a dispute in 

respect of quantum of money.  

The trial Court disbelieved the defence case. In so doing, 

the Court below observed,  
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“ A¡p¡j£ j¡qj¤c¤m q¡p¡e ¢X/X¢hÔE-1 ¢qp¡h p¡rÉ fÐc¡e L¡m 

®Sl¡u ü£L¡l Lle ®k, h¡c£ ®k ¢aeV¡ ®QL j¤m HC j¡jm¡u 

52,00,000/- ( h¡u¡æ mr) V¡L¡ c¡h£ LlR I ¢aeV¡ ®QLC 

a¡l ü¡rl A¡Rz A¡p¡j£ ¢X/X¢hÔE-1 ¢qph p¡rÉ c¡e L¡m 

h¡c£l p¡b f¡VÑe¡ln£f f¡VÑe¡ln£f hÉhp¡ Ll¡l Lb¡ Hhw 

80,00,000/- (A¡¢n mr) V¡L¡ h¡c£ fy¤¢S cu¡l Lb¡ 

Sh¡eh¢¾ca EõM LlRez ¢a¢e Sh¡eh¢¾ca ®L¡b¡J hme¢e 

®k, ¢a¢e ¢p¢LE¢l¢V ¢qph HC j¡jm¡l ¢ae¢V ®QL A¢m¢Ma 

AhÙÛ¡u h¡c£L ¢cu ¢Rmez ¢X/X¢hÔE-2 ®j¡x p¤je ®Sl¡u ü£L¡l 

Lle A¡p¡j£ a¡l J ¢X/X¢hÔE-2 p¡jeC h¡c£L 52,00,000/- 

(h¡u¡æ mr) V¡L¡l ¢aeV¡ ®QL ®cuz ¢a¢e p¡r£z p¤al¡w ®cM¡ k¡u 

A¡p¡j£ frl p¡rÉ à¡l¡J A¡p¡j£ h¡c£L 52,00,000/- (h¡u¡æ 

mr) V¡L¡l ¢aeV¡ ®QL ®cu¡l OVe¡ ü£L«a quRz L¡SC 

A¡p¡j£ ¢p¢LE¢l¢V ¢qph h¡c£L Aœ j¡jm¡l ¢aeV¡ ®QL 

¢cu¢Rm jjÑ A¡p¡j£ fr qa ¢f/X¢hÔE-1 ®L fÐcš p¡Sn¡e 

Hl ®L¡e ¢i¢š h¡ NËqek¡NÉa¡ f¢lm¢ra qu e¡z ¢X/X¢hÔE-1 

Sh¡eh¢¾ca hme ¢a¢e h¡c£L 80,00,000/- (A¡¢n mr) V¡L¡ 

f¡Je¡ ®bL 48,00,000/- (A¡V Q¢õn mr) V¡L¡ ¢cuRe Hhw 

h¡c£ 32,00,000/- (h¢œn mr) V¡L¡ f¡Je¡ A¡Rez AeÉ ¢cL 

¢X/X¢hÔE-2 Sh¡eh¾c£a hme h¡c£l ¢eLV ®bL ®eu¡ 

52,00,000/- (h¡u¡æ mr) V¡L¡l jdÉ A¡p¡j£ 20,00,000/- 

(¢hn mr) V¡L¡ f¢ln¡d LlRz h¡c£ A¡l 32,00,000/- 
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(h¢œn mr) V¡L¡ f¡Je¡ A¡Rez ®mece pÇfÑ¢La ¢hou 

¢X/X¢hÔE-1 J ¢X/X¢hÔE-2 Hl Eš² p¡rÉ flØfl pjbÑep§QL e¡ 

qJu¡u a¡ ¢hnÄ¡p ®k¡NÉ hm Aœ A¡c¡mal ¢eLV fÐa£uj¡e qu 

e¡z Eiu frl EfÙÛ¡¢fa p¡rÉ fÐj¡el Eõ¢Ma A¡m¡Qe¡ J 

¢hQ¡l ¢hhQe¡u HV¡ Øføi¡h fÐj¡¢ea qu ®k,  A¡p¡j£ ®j¡x 

j¡qj¤c¤m q¡p¡e h¡c£l f¡Je¡ f¢ln¡dl ¢e¢jš 52,00,000/- 

(h¡u¡æ mr) V¡L¡l ¢aeV¡ ®QL h¡c£L fÊc¡e Ll¢Rmez h¢eÑa 

®QL…m¡ kb¡pju eNc¡uel SeÉ EfÙÛ¡fe Ll¡ qm A¡p¡j£l 

hÉ¡wL ¢qp¡h fk¡Ñç V¡L¡ e¡ b¡L¡u ®QL…m¡ ¢XSAe¡l qu Hhw 

V¡L¡ f¢ln¡dl ¢e¢jš h¡c£l ¢mNÉ¡m ®e¡¢Vn ®fuJ A¡p¡j£ 

®QLl V¡L¡ f¢ln¡d Lle ¢ez L¡SC e¢bÙÛ p¡rÉ fÐj¡e à¡l¡ 

A¡p¡j£l ¢hl¦à ¢c ®eN¡¢puhm Ce¤ØVÌ¤j¾Vp HÉ¡ƒ, 1881 H 

138 d¡l¡u n¡¢Ù¹k¡NÉ Afl¡d p¾cq¡a£ai¡h fÐj¡¢ea quR 

jjÑ Aœ A¡c¡ma A¢ija ®f¡oe Lle”   

The defence does not deny the prosecution case as a 

whole, rather the accused admits that he signed the cheques, but 

those were security cheques against the money given to him by 

the complainant which he had adjusted partially and that 

Tk.32,00,000/- is still due to the complainant and he is willing 

to repay the same. 
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  Section 118(a) of the Act, 1881 directs that it shall be 

presumed, until the contrary is proved, that every negotiable 

instrument was made or drawn for consideration. However, the 

presumption under the section is rebuttable. In Alamgir Kabir 

vs The State and another 2019 (1) 15 ALR (HCD), in which I 

was a party, a Division Bench of this Court held,  

“A Court should not be unmindful of the 

fundamental principle of criminal administration 

of justice that in a criminal proceeding the initial 

burden of proof lies upon the prosecution. Thus, in 

a proceeding under Section 138 of the N.I. Act, the 

prosecution has to prove beyond reasonable doubt 

as to facts regarding dishonour of cheque, issuing 

legal notice etc. which are mandatory requirements 

to initiate the criminal proceeding under the 

section. However, the N.I. Act being a special law 

providing rebuttable presumption against the 

accused under section 118 by using the word 

‘shall’ that the cheque was drawn for 

consideration, the prosecution has to state facts, 

purpose being to assist the Court, from which it 

shall make presumption as to consideration 
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inasmuch as a presumption is not in itself 

evidence, but only makes a prima facie case for a 

party for whose benefit it exists. In such an 

eventuality, the question of calling upon the 

prosecution to formally prove the statement does 

not arise. If the fact is of such type that no 

presumption can be made as to consideration, the 

defence has to disprove nothing. For example, if 

the complainant states that the cheque was issued 

to him as a gift, there is no scope to hold any 

presumption under Section 118(a) since admittedly 

the cheque was drawn without consideration. On 

the other hand, when the Court presumes existence 

of consideration from facts narrated by the 

prosecution, then the burden of disproving the 

same shifts on the accused, the standard being the 

balance of probability. For the purpose of rebutting 

the presumption under Section 118(a), the 

evidence adduced on behalf of the complainant can 

also be relied upon (Kamala S. Vs. Vidyadhran 

M.J., (2007) 5 SCC 264)”. 
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In the case of Md. Abul Kaher Shahin vs. Emran 

Rashid and another (Criminal Appeal Nos. 63-66 of 2017, date 

of judgment: 18.02.2020 (unreported)), the Appellate Division 

held, 

 “When a presumption is rebuttable, it only points 

out that the party on whom lies duty of going 

forward with evidence, on the fact presumed and 

when that party has produced evidence fairly and 

reasonably tending to show that the real fact is not 

as presumed, the purpose of the presumption is 

over. To rebut the statutory presumptions an 

accused is not expected to prove his defence 

beyond reasonable doubt as is expected of the 

complainant in a criminal trial. The accused may 

adduce direct evidence to prove that the cheque in 

question was not supported by consideration. 

However, the court need not insist in every case 

that the accused should disprove the non-existence 

of consideration and debt by leading direct 

evidence because the existence of negative 

evidence is neither possible nor contemplated. At 

the same time, it is clear that bare denial of the 
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passing of consideration apparently would not serve 

the purpose of the accused. Something which is 

probable has to be brought on record for getting the 

burden of proof shifted to the complainant. The 

burden of proof of the accused to disprove the 

presumption under sections 118 and 138 of the Act 

is not so heavy. The preponderance of probability 

through direct or substantial evidence is sufficient 

enough to shift the onus to the complainant. 

Inference of preponderance of probabilities can be 

drawn from the materials on record and also by 

reference to the circumstances upon which the party 

relies.”(emphasis supplied) 

 In the instant case, no documentary evidence was 

produced either in respect of the partnership business in which 

the parties were partners or the financial transactions between 

the complainant and the accused. The oral evidence given by 

the DW1 and DW2 that the complainant would still get Tk. 

32,00,000/- from the accused could not be disproved by the 

prosecution. It is true that there are some discrepancies in the 

evidences of DW1 and DW2 in respect of the amount of 

financial transactions between the accused and the complainant, 
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but both DW1 and DW2 categorically stated that the 

outstanding amount due to the complainant is Tk. 32,00,000/-. 

DW2 gave evidences on facts which he had direct knowledge. 

Therefore, the discrepancies which the trial Court pointed out 

do not destroy the defence case inasmuch as the complainant, in 

his turn, could not disprove the defence case on the specific 

point that the complainant will get Tk. 32,00,000/- from the 

accused as outstanding dues which the accused is willing to pay 

whereas the value of the dishonoured cheques are Tk. 

52,00,000/-. The trial Court failed to appreciate the evidences in 

the perspective of burden of proof and disproof, the onus of 

proof and the standard of proof.  

 The instant case being a case of partial absence or partial 

failure of money consideration, Section 44 of the Act, 1881 

would apply to the case. Section 44 provides for a pro tanto 

reduction of the amount where there is a partial absence or 

partial failure of consideration. To ensure a proportionate 

reduction in liability against the instrument, partial absence or 

partial failure of consideration must be capable of being 

ascertained or calculated with a fair degree of certainty. This is 

not a problem in the instant case. Hence, the fine of Tk. 

52,00,000/- is reduced to Tk. 32,00,000/-.  
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 Now, I turn to the sentence of imprisonment. Sub-section 

(2) of Section 138 provides, “Where any fine is realised under 

sub-section (1), any amount up to the face value of the cheque 

as far as is covered by the fine realised shall be paid to the 

holder”. Thus, the criminal proceeding under Section 138 

serves two purposes: firstly, to punish the offender and 

secondly, to recover the value of the cheque. The object of 

adding sub-section (2) to Section 138 is to alleviate the 

grievance of the complainant. There can be no dispute insofar 

as the sentence of imprisonment is concerned that it should 

commensurate with the gravity of the crime. Court has to deal 

with the offenders by imposing proper sentence by taking into 

consideration of facts and circumstances of each case. It is not 

only the rights of the offenders which are required to be looked 

into at the time of the imposition of sentence, but also of the 

victims of the crime and society at large, also by considering 

the object sought to be achieved by the particular legislation. 

Considering facts and circumstances of the case in hand and the 

object of the law, this Court is of the view that the sentence of 

imprisonment would be a harsh sentence having no penal 

objective to be achieved. Hence, the sentence of imprisonment 

is set aside.     
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 It is noted that the trial court did not pass any default 

order i.e. imprisonment in default of payment of the fine. When 

an offender is sentenced to fine only, the Court has the power to 

make a default order under Section 388 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure (in short the ‘Cr.P.C.’). Section 423(1)(d) of the 

Cr.P.C. empowers the Appellate Court to pass any 

consequential or incidental order that may be ‘just and proper’. 

Since, this Court has already set aside the sentence of 

imprisonment and reduced the sentence of fine, it would be just 

and proper to pass a default order. 

 In view of the foregoing discussions, the order of the 

Court is as follows: 

The conviction of the appellant under Section 138 of the 

Act, 1881 is upheld, but the sentence is modified. The sentence 

of 06(six) months imprisonment is set aside. The sentence of 

fine of Tk. 52,00,000/- is reduced to Tk. 32,00,000/-. The 

convict-appellant has already deposited Tk. 26,00,000/-  in the 

Court below before filing the appeal. The Court concerned is 

directed to pay the said deposit to the complainant-respondent 

No.2 forthwith. The convict-appellant is directed to pay the 

remaining portion of the fine i.e. Tk. 6,00,000/- to the 

complainant-respondent No.2 within 3(three) months from the 
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date of receipt of this order, in default he will suffer simple 

imprisonment for 3 (three) months. If the convict-appellant 

does not pay the remaining portion of the fine as ordered or 

opts to serve out the period of imprisonment in lieu of payment 

of fine, he is not exempted from paying the same. In that event, 

the Court concerned shall realise the fine under the provisions 

of Section 386 of the Cr.P.C.   
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 In the result, the appeal is dismissed with modification as 

to sentence and with directions made above. The convict-

appellant is released from the bail bond. 

Send down the lower Court’s records (LCR) at once. 
Communicate the judgment and order to the Court concerned 
forthwith. 
 

 

 
 
 


